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At a time when the animal is finally recognized as a subject, when computer networks are becoming the new culture medium for humans, when the ecological emergency is becoming radical, when labor society has not yet became the society of invention, of training and care which would be able to overcome its own recurrent crises, the international discovery of Simondon’s work cannot be considered as a mere chance, nor its impact on contemporary French philosophy and on its self-consciousness can be seen as negligible.

By thinking the unity of nature, culture and technique beyond the residual inconsistency of those thoughts which opposed technique and culture to nature, while more or less explicitly opposing the two first, Simondon opened in 1958 a new era of thought. He extended the interrogations of Henri Bergson, Gaston Bachelard and Maurice Merleau-Ponty, and, at the same time, made possible those of Gilles Deleuze, Edgar Morin and Bernard Stiegler.
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